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10mg 11:20AM=[0:00] ATS 3/30/81; [:30]
aware; [:50] to a believable ±; [1:10] ± ?
[2:30] back to baseline.
16mg 8:00AM=[0:00] ATS 4/1/81; [1:00]
possibly ±, maybe not; [2:00] maybe ±? [4:00]
certainly nothing. All of this is distinctly
less than the 10 above.
25mg 9:30AM=[0:00] ATS 4/3/81 slightest offbaseline if anything. probably -.
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40mg 9:05AM=[0:00] ATS 4/10/81 [1:20] probable
threshold [1:45] to a +; [3:45] lunch [with]
200-350
"40-60"
Robert after Budinger's odd meeting. Still +;
[5:00] still around ±; [6:00] out. Strange stone, very light. On with
interest. +

+1.5

60mg 1:10PM=[0:00] 4/16/81 [:50] aware [1:20] + - very vocal - talk
[with] lab students until [5:00] - through here probably 1 1/2+ [6:00]
still + onto [8:00] largely clear. Marina dinner - good humored sarcasm
- not under wine effect. Overall 1 1/2+

++

100mg 6:40PM=[0:00] 4/18/81 subtle awareness [0:30] by [0:55] to a +
[1:10] to a ++ with feeling of LSD-like action, but little visual, little
fantasy. As if I were primed for something, and it never could express
itself. AP well over ++, good music appreciation, very talkative, well
into 2.5+ or more [4:00] to erotic - responsive, erectable, no org.
possible - eat at [7:00] [with] modest hunger. good sleep - AM, ATS
normal, AP still +. And extremely sleepy for 2 days following. Strange
++. Body awareness reminiscent of ME.

++(+1/2) 100mg 12M=[0:00] 8/15/81 AP, AG ≡, TG 60mg. Awareness at ~[:30] - slow,
quiet development to [1:30]. Absolutely no physical. Extraordinary
dis-inhibition with verbal play, easy self-revealing, not too much depth.
AP, serious and some internal imagery. TG [with] some visual, general
equation to LSD without its distraction. Little tendency to go inwards.
Water colors - not painting. General plusness from 2 1/2 to 3. First
believable drop at [4:00] but still 2 1/2 to 2+ at [7:00]. rather good
appetite some stimulation alertness at [14:00]. AP next day slight
tiredness, overall extremely well accepted, and a general consensus to
repeat to confirm the antidepressant aspect of it. ATS 2 1/2. Put active
dose range as 60-100mg. no, see page 476

